
 

 

Embassy of the United States of America Havana, Cuba 

Re-establishment of Diplomatic Relations 

Between the United States and Cuba 

 

Havana, July 20, 2015 – In accordance with President Barack Obama’s announcement on 

July 1, effective today the United States and Cuba have re-established diplomatic relations. 

The U.S. Interests Section officially became U.S. Embassy Havana, and will continue its 

diplomatic operations from the Embassy building on the Malecón under the leadership of 

Chargé d’Affaires ad interim Jeffrey DeLaurentis.  Please visit our website and social media 

properties for more information: 

http://havana.usembassy.gov  | https://www.facebook.com/USEmbCuba | @USEmbCuba 

 

Ranking Member Stabenow Applauds Opening of U.S. Embassy in Cuba 

 

August 14, 2015, Washington, D.C. – U.S. Senator Debbie Stabenow, Ranking Member of the U.S. 

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry, today applauded the opening of the first U.S. 

Embassy in Cuba since 1961.  

“Today marks a historic step forward in advancing our relationship with the Cuban people,” Stabenow 

said. “The commitment to democratic ideas and human rights that we share as Americans are best 

realized through engagement and our Embassies represent a visible reminder of those principles. We 

must continue moving forward with our new policy on Cuba. That includes ending the trade embargo 

which would create new economic opportunities for U.S. exporters and businesses. I applaud Secretary 

Kerry for visiting Havana and look forward to advancing our relationship with Cuba.”   

In February 2015, Stabenow joined a bipartisan group of U.S. Senators introducing legislation that would 

lift the more than 50-year-long Cuban trade embargo. The Freedom to Export to Cuba Act would allow 

U.S. companies to export their products to Cuba, including agricultural commodities, farm equipment, 

and other manufactured goods. While the legislation would permit American consumers to purchase 

Cuban-made products, the bill would not lift travel restrictions. Additionally, the bill would remove 

financial restrictions on business transactions and allow U.S. banks to extend credit to Cubans for the 

purchase of American farm goods, auto parts, and other consumer products.  

http://havana.usembassy.gov/
https://www.facebook.com/USEmbCuba
http://www.ag.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/ranking-member-stabenow-applauds-opening-of-us-embassy-in-cuba


Remarks by Secretary of State John Kerry at the Flag 

Raising Ceremony at the U.S. Embassy Havana 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry speaks during the raising of the U. S. flag over the newly reopened 

embassy in Havana on August 14. A day “for exploring new possibilities,” Kerry says. (© AP Images) 

August 14, 2015 Havana, Cuba--…Thank you for joining us at this truly historic moment as we 

prepare to raise the United States flag here at our embassy in Havana, symbolizing the re-establishment 

of diplomatic relations after 54 years. This is also the first time that a United States Secretary of State 

has been to Cuba since 1945.  

This morning I feel very much at home here, and I’m grateful to those who have come to share in this 

ceremony who are standing around outside of our facilities, and I feel at home here because this is truly 

a memorable occasion – a day for pushing aside old barriers and exploring new possibilities. 

My friends, we are gathered here today because our leaders – President Obama and President Castro – 

made a courageous decision to stop being the prisoners of history and to focus on the opportunities of 

today and tomorrow. This doesn’t mean that we should or will forget the past; how could we, after all? 

At least for my generation, the images are indelible. 



In 1959, Fidel Castro came to the United States and was greeted by enthusiastic crowds. Returning the 

next year for the UN General Assembly, he was embraced by then-Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. 

In 1961, the Bay of Pigs tragedy unfolded with President Kennedy accepting responsibility. And in 

October 1962, the missile crisis arose – 13 days that pushed us to the very threshold of nuclear war. I 

was a student then, and I can still remember the taut faces of our leaders, the grim map showing the 

movement of opposing ships, the approaching deadline, and that peculiar word – quarantine. We were 

unsettled and uncertain about the future because we didn’t know when closing our eyes at night what 

we would find when we woke up. 

 

Secretary of State John Kerry and other dignitaries watch as Marines raise the U.S. flag over the newly 
reopened embassy in Havana on August 14. (© AP Images) 

In that frozen environment, diplomatic ties between Washington and this capital city were strained, then 

stretched thin, then severed. In late 1960, the U.S. ambassador left Havana. Early the following January, 



Cuba demanded a big cut in the size of our diplomatic mission, and President Eisenhower then decided 

he had no choice but to shut the embassy down. 

Most of the U.S. staff departed quickly, but a few stayed behind to hand the keys over to our Swiss 

colleagues, who would serve diligently and honorably as our protecting power for more than 50 years. 

I just met with the Foreign Minister Didier Burkhalter, and we’re grateful to Switzerland always for their 

service and their help. (Applause.) 

Among those remaining at the embassy were three Marine guards: Larry Morris, Mike East, and Jim 

Tracy. As they stepped outside, they were confronted by a large crowd standing between them and the 

flagpole. Tensions were high. No one felt safe. But the Marines had a mission to accomplish. And slowly, 

the crowd just parted in front of them as they made their way to the flagpole, lowered Old Glory, folded 

it, and returned to the building. 

Larry, Mike, and Jim had done their jobs, but they also made a bold promise that one day they would 

return to Havana and raise the flag again. (Applause.) 

At the time, no one could have imagined how distant that day would be. 

For more than half a century, U.S.-Cuban relations have been suspended in the amber of Cold War 

politics. In the interim, a whole generation of Americans and Cubans have grown up and grown old. The 

United States has had ten new presidents. In a united Germany, the Berlin Wall is a fading memory. 

Freed from Soviet shackles, Central Europe is again home to thriving democracies. 

And last week, I was in Hanoi to mark the 20th anniversary of normalization of relations between the 

United States and Vietnam. Think about that. A long and terrible war that inflicted indelible scars on 

body and mind, followed by two decades of mutual healing, followed by another two decades of 

diplomatic and commercial engagement. In this period, Vietnam evolved from a country torn apart by 

violence into a dynamic society with one of the world’s fastest growing economies. And all that time, 

through reconciliation, through normalization, Cuban-American relations remained locked in the past. 

Meanwhile, new technologies enabled people everywhere to benefit from shared projects across vast 

stretches of ocean and land. My friends, it doesn’t take a GPS to realize that the road of mutual isolation 

and estrangement that the United States and Cuba were traveling was not the right one and that the 

time has come for us to move in a more promising direction. 



In the United States, that means recognizing that U.S. policy is not the anvil on which Cuba’s future will 

be forged. Decades of good intentions aside, the policies of the past have not led to a democratic 

transition in Cuba. It would be equally unrealistic to expect normalizing relations to have, in a short 

term, a transformational impact. After all, Cuba’s future is for Cubans to shape. Responsibility for the 

nature and quality of governance and accountability rests, as it should, not with any outside entity; but 

solely within the citizens of this country. 

But the leaders in Havana – and the Cuban people – should also know that the United States will always 

remain a champion of democratic principles and reforms. Like many other governments in and outside 

this hemisphere, we will continue to urge the Cuban Government to fulfill its obligations under the UN 

and inter-American human rights covenants – obligations shared by the United States and every other 

country in the Americas. 

And indeed, we remain convinced the people of Cuba would be best served by genuine democracy, 

where people are free to choose their leaders, express their ideas, practice their faith; where the 

commitment to economic and social justice is realized more fully; where institutions are answerable to 

those they serve; and where civil society is independent and allowed to flourish. 

Let me be clear: The establishment of normal diplomatic relations is not something that one government 

does as a favor to another; it is something that two countries do together when the citizens of both will 

benefit. And in this case, the reopening of our embassies is important on two levels: People-to-people 

and government-to-government. 

First, we believe it’s helpful for the people of our nations to learn more about each other, to meet each 

other. That is why we are encouraged that travel from the United States to Cuba has already increased 

by 35 percent since January and is continuing to go up. We are encouraged that more and more U.S. 

companies are exploring commercial ventures here that would create opportunities for Cuba’s own rising 

number of entrepreneurs, and we are encouraged that U.S. firms are interested in helping Cuba expand 

its telecommunications and internet links, and that the government here recently pledged to create 

dozens of new and more affordable Wi-Fi hotspots. 



 

We also want to acknowledge the special role that the Cuban-American community is playing in 

establishing a new relationship between our countries. And in fact, we have with us this morning 

representatives from that community, some of whom were born here and others who were born in the 

United States. With their strong ties of culture and family, they can contribute much to the spirit of 

bilateral cooperation and progress that we are seeking to create, just as they have contributed much to 

their communities in their adopted land. 

The restoration of diplomatic ties will also make it easier for our governments to engage. After all, we 

are neighbors, and neighbors will always have much to discuss in such areas as civil aviation, migration 

policy, disaster preparedness, protecting marine environment, global climate change, and other tougher 

and more complicated issues. Having normal relations makes it easier for us to talk, and talk can deepen 

understanding even when we know full well we will not see eye-to-eye on everything. 



We are all aware that notwithstanding President Obama’s new policy, the overall U.S. embargo on trade 

with Cuba remains in place and can only be lifted by congressional action – a step that we strongly 

favor. For now – (applause). For now, the President has taken steps to ease restrictions on remittances, 

on exports and imports to help Cuban private entrepreneurs, on telecommunications, on family travel, 

but we want to go further. The goal of all of these changes is to help Cubans connect to the world and 

to improve their lives. And just as we are doing our part, we urge the Cuban Government to make it 

less difficult for their citizens to start businesses, to engage in trade, access information online. The 

embargo has always been something of a two-way street – both sides need to remove restrictions that 

have been holding Cubans back. 

Before closing, I want to sincerely thank leaders throughout the Americas who have long urged the 

United States and Cuba to restore normal ties. I thank the Holy Father Pope Francis and the Vatican for 

supporting the start of a new chapter in relations between our countries. And I think it is not accidental 

that the Holy Father will come here and then to Washington, the United States at this moment. I applaud 

President Obama and President Castro both for having the courage to bring us together in the face of 

considerable opposition. I am grateful to Assistant Secretary of State Roberta Jacobson and her team, 

to our counterparts in the Cuban Foreign Ministry, to our chief of mission, Ambassador Jeff DeLaurentis 

and his extraordinary staff, for all of the hard work that has led up to this day. And I just say to our 

wonderful embassy staff, if you think you’ve been busy these past months, hold on to your 

seatbelts. (Laughter.) 

But above all, above all, I want to pay tribute to the people of Cuba and to the Cuban-American 

community in the United States. Jose Marti once said that “everything that divides men…is a sin against 

humanity.” Clearly, the events of the past – the harsh words, the provocative and retaliatory actions, 

the human tragedies – all have been a source of deep division that has diminished our common 

humanity. There have been too many days of sacrifice and sorrow; too many decades of suspicion and 

fear. That is why I am heartened by the many on both sides of the Straits who – whether because of 

family ties or a simple desire to replace anger with something more productive – have endorsed this 

search for a better path. 

We have begun to move down that path without any illusions about how difficult it may be. But we are 

each confident in our intentions, confident in the contacts that we have made, and pleased with the 

friendships that we have begun to forge. 



And we are certain that the time is now to reach out to one another, as two peoples who are no longer 

enemies or rivals, but neighbors – time to unfurl our flags, raise them up, and let the world know that 

we wish each other well. 

Estamos seguros de que este es el momento de acercarnos: dos pueblos ya no enemigos ni rivales, sino vecinos. Es el momento de 

desplegar nuestras banderas, enarbolarlas y hacerle saber al resto del mundo que nos deseamos lo mejor los unos a los otros. 

It is with that healing mission in mind that I turn now to Larry Morris, Jim Tracy, and Mike East. Fifty-

four years ago, you gentlemen promised to return to Havana and hoist the flag over the United States 

Embassy that you lowered on that January day long ago. Today, I invite you on behalf of President 

Obama and the American people to fulfill that pledge by presenting the Stars and Stripes to be raised 

by members of our current military detachment. 

Larry, Jim, and Mike, this is your cue to deliver on words that would make any diplomat proud, just as 

they would any member of the United States Marine Corps: Promise made, promise kept. Thank you. 

  



Facts on Re-establishment of Diplomatic Relations 
with Cuba   

July 6, 2015 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, D.C. - President Obama announced on 

July 1, 2015, the historic decision to re-establish diplomatic relations between Cuba and the United 

States of America, effective July 20. The U.S. Department of State also notified Congress of its intent 

to convert the U.S. Interests Section in Havana, Cuba to U.S. Embassy Havana, effective on the same 

date. These are important steps in implementing the new direction in U.S.-Cuba relations announced 

by President Obama on December 17, 2014. 

 

On July 1, the U.S. and Cuban Interests Sections exchanged presidential letters declaring mutual 

intent to re-establish diplomatic relations and re-open embassies on July 20, 2015. President Obama 

affirmed that the two governments had agreed to develop “respectful and cooperative” relations based 

on international principles, including the promotion and encouragement of respect for human rights 

and fundamental freedoms for all. 

The U.S. Embassy will continue to perform the existing functions of the U.S. Interests Section, 

including consular services, operation of a political and economic section, implementation of a public 

diplomacy program, and will continue to promote respect for human rights. The U.S. Embassy will 

allow the United States to more effectively promote our interests and values and increase engagement 

with the Cuban people. 

 

The U.S. Embassy in Havana will operate like other embassies in restrictive societies around the world, 

and will operate in sync with our values and the President’s policy. Diplomats will be able to meet and 

exchange opinions with both government and nongovernment entities. Chief of Mission Jeffrey 

DeLaurentis will be the senior-most official in the new embassy and will serve as Charge d’Affaires ad 

interim. 

 

Normalizing relations is a long, complex process that will require continued interaction and dialogue 

between our two governments, based on mutual respect. We will have areas of cooperation with the 

Cubans, and we will continue to have differences. Where we have differences, deeper engagement via 

diplomatic relations will allow us to articulate those differences clearly, directly, and when appropriate, 

publicly. Throughout our diplomatic engagement, the United States will remain focused on 

empowering the Cuban people and supporting the emergence of a democratic, prosperous, and stable 

Cuba. 

 

The embargo on Cuba is still in place and legislative action is required to lift it. Additionally, rules for 

travel to Cuba by U.S. citizens remain in effect. The U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of 

Foreign Assets Control will continue to administer the regulations that provide general licenses for the 

12 categories of authorized travel to Cuba. 

 

The Administration has no plans to alter current migration policy, including the Cuban Adjustment Act. 

The United States continues to support safe, legal and orderly migration from Cuba to the United 

States and the full implementation of the existing migration accords with Cuba. 
 



Obama on Re-establishment of Diplomatic 
Relations with Cuba 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

ON THE RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH CUBA 

 

July 1, 2015 11:08 A.M. EDT THE WHITE HOUSE, Washington, D.C.--More than 54 years ago, at 

the height of the Cold War, the United States closed its embassy in Havana. Today, I can announce 

that the United States has agreed to formally re-establish diplomatic relations with the Republic of 

Cuba, and re-open embassies in our respective countries. This is a historic step forward in our efforts 

to normalize relations with the Cuban government and people, and begin a new chapter with our 

neighbors in the Americas. 

 

When the United States shuttered our embassy in 1961, I don’t think anyone expected that it would 

be more than half a century before it re-opened. After all, our nations are separated by only 90 miles, 

and there are deep bonds of family and friendship between our people. But there have been very real, 

profound differences between our governments, and sometimes we allow ourselves to be trapped by a 

certain way of doing things. 

 

For the United States, that meant clinging to a policy that was not working. Instead of supporting 

democracy and opportunity for the Cuban people, our efforts to isolate Cuba despite good intentions 

increasingly had the opposite effect -– cementing the status quo and isolating the United States from 

our neighbors in this hemisphere. The progress that we mark today is yet another demonstration that 

we don’t have to be imprisoned by the past. When something isn’t working, we can -– and will –- 

change. 

 

Last December, I announced that the United States and Cuba had decided to take steps to normalize 

our relationship. As part of that effort, President Raul Castro and I directed our teams to negotiate the 

re-establishment of embassies. Since then, our State Department has worked hard with their Cuban 

counterparts to achieve that goal. And later this summer, Secretary Kerry will travel to Havana 

formally to proudly raise the American flag over our embassy once more. 

 

This is not merely symbolic. With this change, we will be able to substantially increase our contacts 

with the Cuban people. We’ll have more personnel at our embassy. And our diplomats will have the 

ability to engage more broadly across the island. That will include the Cuban government, civil society, 

and ordinary Cubans who are reaching for a better life. 

 

On issues of common interest –- like counterterrorism, disaster response, and development -– we will 

find new ways to cooperate with Cuba. And I’ve been clear that we will also continue to have some 

very serious differences. That will include America’s enduring support for universal values, like 

freedom of speech and assembly, and the ability to access information. And we will not hesitate to 

speak out when we see actions that contradict those values. 

 



However, I strongly believe that the best way for America to support our values is through 

engagement. That’s why we’ve already taken steps to allow for greater travel, people-to-people and 

commercial ties between the United States and Cuba. And we will continue to do so going forward. 

Since December, we’ve already seen enormous enthusiasm for this new approach. Leaders across the 

Americas have expressed support for our change in policy; you heard that expressed by President 

Dilma Rousseff of Brazil yesterday. Public opinion surveys in both our countries show broad support 

for this engagement. One Cuban said, “I have prepared for this all my life.” Another said that that, 

“this is like a shot of oxygen.” One Cuban teacher put it simply: “We are neighbors. Now we can be 

friends.” 

 

Here in the United States, we’ve seen that same enthusiasm. There are Americans who want to travel 

to Cuba and American businesses who want to invest in Cuba. American colleges and universities that 

want to partner with Cuba. Above all, Americans who want to get to know their neighbors to the 

south. And through that engagement, we can also help the Cuban people improve their own lives. One 

Cuban American looked forward to “reuniting families and opening lines of communications.” Another 

put it bluntly: “You can’t hold the future of Cuba hostage to what happened in the past.” 

And that’s what this is about: a choice between the future and the past. 

 

Americans and Cubans alike are ready to move forward. I believe it’s time for Congress to do the 

same. I’ve called on Congress to take steps to lift the embargo that prevents Americans from 

travelling or doing business in Cuba. We’ve already seen members from both parties begin that work. 

After all, why should Washington stand in the way of our own people? 

 

Yes, there are those who want to turn back the clock and double down on a policy of isolation. But it’s 

long past time for us to realize that this approach doesn’t work. It hasn’t worked for 50 years. It shuts 

America out of Cuba’s future, and it only makes life worse for the Cuban people. 

 

So I’d ask Congress to listen to the Cuban people. Listen to the American people. Listen to the words 

of a proud Cuban American, Carlos Gutierrez, who recently came out against the policy of the past, 

saying, “I wonder if the Cubans who have to stand in line for the most basic necessities for hours in 

the hot Havana sun feel that this approach is helpful to them.” 

 

Of course, nobody expects Cuba to be transformed overnight. But I believe that American 

engagement -- through our embassy, our businesses, and most of all, through our people -- is the 

best way to advance our interests and support for democracy and human rights. Time and again, 

America has demonstrated that part of our leadership in the world is our capacity to change. It’s what 

inspires the world to reach for something better. 

 

A year ago, it might have seemed impossible that the United States would once again be raising our 

flag, the stars and stripes, over an embassy in Havana. This is what change looks like. 

 

In January of 1961, the year I was born, when President Eisenhower announced the termination of our 

relations with Cuba, he said: It is my hope and my conviction that it is “in the not-too-distant future it 

will be possible for the historic friendship between us once again to find its reflection in normal 

relations of every sort.” Well, it took a while, but I believe that time has come. And a better future lies 

ahead… 


